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MEMO NO.: 675-WPBD-RED(PRL)/CONT(166)/04
DATED : 18-05-2007

CLOSURE ORDER

WHEREAS, M/S. D. D. INTERNATIONAL (hereinafter referred as the industry) operates its sponge iron unit at NH-32, Gram : Datia, P. O. – Shyamnagar, P. S. – Balarampur, Dist. – Purulia, PIN – 723 143.

WHEREAS, the industry was inspected on 24-01-2007 by the Regional Office of the WEST BENGAL POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD (hereinafter referred as the Board)

WHEREAS, during inspection the following observations were made.:
A. That the industry was operating its rotary kiln without operating the Electrostatic Precipitator (ESP).
B. That, the Gas Conditioning Tower (GCT) attached to the ESP was broken down. The industry was not in a position to run the ESP without the GCT.

WHEREAS, a hearing was conducted involving the industry at the Head Office of the Board on 12-04-2007

NOW THEREFORE, in exercise of the powers conferred under Air (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 and Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 and Rules made thereunder and in consideration of the inspection report dated 29-01-2007 M/S. D. D. INTERNATIONAL, is hereby closed by the Board for the reasons stated below:
1. That, the industry was operating its rotary kiln without operating the ESP.

The suspension of the closure order will be considered only after the complete re-erection of GCT.

That, the industry should submit Pollution Cost of Rs.1.00 Lakh (Rupees One Lakh only) by Demand Draft to be drawn on Service Branch, Kolkata/Banker’s Cheque in favour of the WEST BENGAL POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD within fifteen days from the date hereof for violation of the above mentioned environmental norms.

In case of the non-compliance of the above directions by the industry, the Board may have to issue further regulatory order without any further reference.

This has the approval of the Competent Authority.

Order

Sd/-
(Dr. D. Chakraborty)
Chief Scientist & Head-Technical Cell
West Bengal Pollution Control Board